Modeling glucose and water dynamics in human skin.
Glucose is heterogeneously distributed in the different physiological compartments in the human skin. Therefore, for the development of a noninvasive measurement method, both a good quantification of the different compartments of human skin and an understanding of glucose transport processes are important. The composition of human skin was quantified by histology research. Based on this information a mathematical model was developed to simulate glucose dynamics in human skin. The model predicts dynamically glucose concentrations in the different layers of the skin as a result of changes in blood glucose concentration. The model was validated with published time course data of blood and interstitial fluid glucose during a clamp study with three different set points for blood glucose, and model outcomes were compared to measurements for the lag time and gradient. According to the model, glucose in the interstitial fluid of the dermis best matches the amplitude and dynamics of blood glucose. The new data obtained from quantitative histology appeared crucial for the model. The proposed model was successfully validated. This result was obtained without tuning or fitting of any parameter. It was shown how the model can be used to set standards for measurements and to define the best measurement depth for noninvasive glucose monitoring.